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• How can we optimally assign a limited number of
Navy recruiters to a given area?
• Decisions include:
‒ What stations to open;
‒ How many recruiters in each station; and,
‒ Assignment of recruiting effort to ZIP codes.
• Two-component tool: “Navy Recruiter Prediction
and Optimization Model” (NRPOM).
OPTIMAL LOCATION OF NAVY 
RECRUITERS
OPTIMIZATION TOOL
• Maximize total expected recruits, corrected by distance to the
ZIP and MEPS.
• Ensure planner’s limits on:
‒ number of stations opened;
‒ number of recruiters assigned to the area;
‒ minimum and maximum number of recruiters in each
station.
• At most one station per ZIP code.
• Other logical constraints.
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Recruits achievable by varying 
scenarios of # recruiters - # stations
PREDICTOR TOOL
• Key question:
‒ How many recruits R can be obtained as a function
of the recruiting effort r assigned to a ZIP code?
• Our approximation:
‒ Least squares fit for                                                .
‒ Additional approximation: use a piece-wise linear
function. 
The approximation of recruits (vertical axis) by level of 
recruiting effort in a given area is complex problem.
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• Sensitivity analysis on total number of recruits achieved by
varying:
- # of recruiters, and/or
- # of stations that can be opened.
• Detailed distribution of recruiter effort to ZIP codes, and
expected recruits achieved from each.
Distribution of effort by ZIP 
code from two select stations
Stations chosen for recruiting may have different size. A station 
may assign different levels of efforts.to the ZIP codes it recruits.
